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ABSTRACT

Media censorship’s development in the Information Age: Authoritarian Case Studies in Europe during the 20th and 21st centuries

Carter Linke

Director: Timothy Schorn, Ph.D.

The Information Age has dramatically changed how people consume information. With the availability of smart devices and the Internet greater than ever before, a population’s ability to receive multiple news reports and instant messaging has continued to prove beneficial to democratic societies. With these same technology improvements, authoritarian governments have been forced to adapt censorship policies to eliminate the Information Age’s push towards the free press. Since the 20th century, authoritarian countries have introduced policy solutions to the growing connectivity across the globe. From the German Holocaust to Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine, censorship has aimed to control their population’s thoughts, speech, and actions. Much has changed since the Germans began using censorship policy as a strategic arm of their government. Today, parallels are seen in Russia beginning with Vladimir Putin’s reelection in 2011. This paper will provide a review these two countries’ censorship policies, and an analysis of civil societies’ success adapting to these policies to promote democratic ideals. By looking at available media technology with the corresponding censorship policy, results will exemplify the strategic policy used to hinder civil societies’ capacities. These results will provide better insight on civil societies’ ability to evade censorship policies and explain their role in advancing democratic principles.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, the world is as connected as ever largely credited to the Information Age’s transformation of media technology and consumption. I’m sitting in Vermillion, South Dakota, sharing important news updates with friends in Manchester and Munich with a simple click of the button. They are able to respond in seconds, sharing feedback and consuming the media I shared at record speeds. Social media travels as fast as light, with little delay between channels. However, not all communication still relies on global reach to impact communities. Facebook, Twitter, and other mainstream social media platforms are proven connectors between neighbors and social groups. In the same way we share pictures of our coffee, kids, or dogs, we’re able to connect with social movements with more people than ever.

In the United States, social movements have been promoted online now. #BlackLivesMatter sparked a hashtag, and then a network of grassroots collectives protesting the murder of George Floyd. Internationally, the horrific murder of Floyd was shared on social media platforms and supporters of the BLM movement took to streets in London, Berlin, and more. This is just one of many social justice movements that have ignited primarily through online activism. Intimidated by the power of social connectedness, the Information Age has forced politicians to reimagine how they’ll get ahead of their constituents. In this thesis, I’ll introduce two authoritarian case studies with similar regime styles, in very different media landscapes to understand the Information Age’s role in new censorship practices.

---

METHODOLOGY

This thesis investigates the similarities and differences of attempts to censor populations during the Information Age in Europe. The research design investigates why authoritarian governments are prompted to further establish these policies, and how they accomplish their goals to censor their intended audience. To best accomplish this investigation, an empirical study of contemporary and historic events in Russia and Germany was conducted. The case study research method allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events, most predominately used in political science research\(^2\). The design of this particular case study analysis aims to draw parallels between two authoritarian governments between a twelve-year window, beginning with a major historic event in the country’s history that shifted political behaviors in the country. The two chosen case studies – Russia (2011-2023) and Germany (1933-1945) – exemplify dramatic, yet similar parallels while defining media censorship in authoritarian regimes due to the striking changes to media environments during the two periods. The changing media environments reflect the dramatic changes media technology had on censorship policy throughout the Information Age. In both case studies, particular interest was given to censorship administered by their respective government and their intended consequence.

This thesis is composed of two case studies, with the intent to compare similarities and draw differences among strategic policy goals despite the changing media landscape during the two time periods. A case study is a common methodology in the

social sciences used to analyze a social period in history\textsuperscript{3}. These cases will provide a greater awareness to draw a comparative analysis between the regimes’ censorship policies. Social scientists have relied on comparative case study analysis to study revolutionary periods throughout history\textsuperscript{4}. Researchers studying state building, democratization, development, and revolution continue to integrate comparative case studies as the primary research method in their analyses. This thesis expands upon primary research methods used by political scientists to analyze two cases in the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries.

To begin, the Information Age is defined as the modern age regarded as a time in which information has become a commodity that is quickly and widely disseminated and easily available especially through the use of computer technology\textsuperscript{5}. Many scholars have widely argued the relationship between democracy and technology would accelerate the spread of democratic ideals globally\textsuperscript{6}. The invention of the internet is a defining principle of the Information Age, and democratic principles followed this innovation. For the purpose of this study, the Information Age is defined as the period following the invention of the internet and the further commercialization of this technology. Despite the advancements towards democratic principles in the Information Age, authoritarian states have continued to use political power to disrupt the flow of information. Authoritarian

states often control the media, censor the internet, and shield their nations from outside information through national firewalls. For the purpose of this study, any attempt to disrupt the free flow of information by state-sponsored bodies is considered censorship.

As this information flow became more widely available, authoritarian states were challenged with producing policies that met their strategic political objectives. States often administer policies to reflect the changes in media technology in attempts to censor information flow. To best understand the holistic consequence of these policies, a case study analysis best examined contemporary events as relevant behaviors could not be manipulated. The case studies are confined to a twelve-year period following a major historic event and is limited to actions taken by state-sponsored powers. The scope of the analysis is further limited to actions taken by or suspected to be taken by government officials. Furthermore, each respective case study concludes with a brief reflection on the shortcomings of these policies either through policy miscalculation or civil society’s intervention.

To define these practices, an appropriate analysis of the existing media that opposes the respective country’s messaging was conducted. For the sake of this thesis, Nazi Germany and Putin’s Russia have done extensive work defining these opposing views. The work defined in opposition of these relied on the definition provided by each regime. Appropriate notice was provided for each technology available, including those not initially provided in the case study such as virtual private networks (VPNs). This analysis provides insight on civil society’s capacity during each respective time period and provides an introduction to technology’s potential to aid resistance movements in authoritarian societies.
This thesis explores Nazi Germany beginning with the Reichstag Fire of 1933, and Russia beginning with the Duma elections of 2011. The case studies extend twelve years following these events, exploring the consequential policies and behaviors as a result of these major historic events. Both events signify a turning point in political behaviors in the country where the general public exhibited protest towards the authoritarian government. Despite the lapse in time between the two periods, both Russian and German media censorship were directed to control messaging and produce favorable attitudes towards their regime. The Information Age signified a crucial development period for media technology. Today, news is delivered to our phones and our neighbors just one click away. The media landscape is much different than it was 80 years ago. Furthermore, information consumption at these points were defined further by the available media technology resulting in vastly different media profiles and censorship policy. As a result, the countries’ policies that follow reflect the role media technology has on authoritarian policy formulation. In the following years, both Germany and Russia began shifting more political power towards the governing party and the party began instituting more control over the available media sources to the public.

Case selection is imperative to a successful comparative analysis. This thesis argues the chosen cases illustrate the development, or lack thereof, of media censorship policy in a quickly developing media space. The chosen cases were selected to define similar and different practices throughout two historical time periods. This case study analysis is an exploratory method, representing general cases with similar components.

---

Scholars use this method to compare cases that are mostly similar on some dimension. In this thesis, the consistent dimension revolves around overreach related to free speech in authoritarian governments in Europe. By comparing two similar political landscapes in two time periods with varying media technology, this thesis defines the role between media technology and censorship in Europe.

Nearly all relevant media technologies were considered during the analysis, with particular interest given to the newest media technology at a given period to best evaluate the case’s significance in adapting to new critical and emerging technology. Russians consume information on the Internet most frequently; however, this is only one of many available media technologies across the country. In 2023, 85% Russians reported they also consumed information on the television⁸. Although interest was given to all media technology, the scope of the analysis was limited to the most critical technologies, such as the Internet, radio, and press.

Despite the different media technologies, the immediate response to the shifting attitudes in each country resulted in sharp attacks at channels where criticism of the government was available. The thesis starts by presenting an overview of democratic theory, laying the groundwork for subsequent discussions on the motivation behind policies implemented in an attempt to reinforce authoritarian ideologies. The literature review first defines narratives in the media space during the Information Age, setting the directive for authoritarian media during the Information Age. As the literature review

---

conceptualizes the goals intended by these policies, the case study examines how these policies were implemented concerning media representations and contemporaneous events during their initiation. In complementation, the literature review and case study serve in capacities to prompt democratic values and investigate the policies implemented to attack those same values.

DEMOCRACY & THE INFORMATION AGE

The Information Age has critically evolved transparency among government systems in the past few decades alone\(^9\). Technologies now offer unprecedented opportunities for the direct and secure communication of information. Mass media technology is now a valid tool to organize protest and civil engagement\(^10\). This organizing tool is still connecting friends, family, and strangers across the globe, where they can share news and updates with anyone with a reliable internet access. This is all possible thanks to social media sites, such as Facebook and Telegram, where virtual groups provide collective voices to influence larger groups. These simple-to-use sites are now warranting government censorship, especially in authoritarian regimes. Previous models of censorship policy to deter civic engagement are being challenged across nations. Specifically, in Europe, Moscow’s most influential leaders are coming together to respond to the Information Age’s influence on news systems.

---


The largest social media companies tote over two billion active users daily. These platforms generally comply with the laws of countries where they operate, allowing authoritarian systems to censor new media previously unavailable prior to the introduction of the Internet. Companies, such as Google and Meta, establish their own layers of censorship for users active on their platforms. Where today’s Google doesn’t meet an authoritarian regimes’ expectation, they step in to influence media technology’s presence in their country. Freedom House has documented 14 consecutive years of decline in political rights and civil liberties over the last 15 years. More than 2.4 billion people lived in a country that can be described as authoritarian in 2019. Authoritarianism’s rise can be accredited to the digitalization of their country. Authoritarian control and power have increasingly shifted to digital channels where governments use new technology for surveillance and propaganda.

Digital technology is a threat to democratic societies. Authoritarian regimes use technologies to prevent the spread of critical information on the internet, enabling censorship to thrive. Although information can be spread more quickly today, civil society now has barriers preventing this dissemination that has never been experienced before. When civil society does succeed, they must also be careful of prosecution as well. Truly, the Information Age is reimagining democracy today.

---

GERMAN CASE STUDY (1933-1945)

Monday, February 27th, 1933, Berlin’s skies were set ablaze after the German parliament building burned down due to arson\textsuperscript{14}. The attack on the Reichstag was speculated to come from communists angered by the country’s politics. However, the Reichstag Fire of 1933 would later be seen as a vehicle to exert full control under martial law by the Nazi party and their leader, Adolf Hitler. Under Hitler’s leadership, the Nazi party would deploy a series of fascist changes to the country’s government and initiate World War II. These changes were ignited by the Reichstag Fire Decree, a decree made possible by Article 48 of the German Constitution that attempted to weed out communists from German society. The decree abolished freedom of speech, assembly, privacy, and the press; legalized phone tapping and the interception of correspondence; and suspended the autonomy of federated states\textsuperscript{15}.

The Reichstag Decree of 1933 was a product of the Nazi party’s efforts to consolidate power for many years prior. Adolf Hitler’s political presence in Germany had long been accompanied by propaganda\textsuperscript{16}. The Nazi party attempted to increase their membership through propaganda and succeeded. Joseph Goebbels was instrumental to the Nazi party’s rise to power, as he designed much of the Nazi party’s propaganda distributed to the German public. Goebbels succeeded by using a combination of modern media, such as films and radio, and traditional media, such as posters and newspapers.

Goebbels deployed creative measures to reach audiences that were previously immobilized by their daily news consumptions. Goebbels reimagined the German news as an arm of Hitler’s political agenda. Messaging was consolidated from ranking members of the RMVP and sent down to the average German news consumer. If a German was unable to consume the news provided by Goebbels and the Nazi party, the RMVP mobilized production models to improve access to the media where possible. As part of Goebbels’ propaganda machine, he managed the media profile of the average German to further empower all efforts from the RMVP.

Goebbels would prove to be an influential piece of the Nazi’s rise to power. The Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda (RMVP) was created in part by President Paul von Hindenburg’s presidential decree on March 12th, 193317. On March 12th, Hitler appointed Joseph Goebbels to head the newly curated ministry. Goebbels’ vision for the ministry was clear and driven by multimedia strategy. He defined the Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda as the new ministry for the dissemination of “enlightenment and propaganda within the population concerning the policy of Reich Government and the national reconstruction of the German fatherland.” In June 1933, Hitler further defined the scope of the RMVP as the “spiritual guide of the nation.” This motivated Goebbels’ strategy for the ministry, and he defined this perspective by stating, “We cannot be satisfied with just telling the people what we want and enlightening them as to how we are doing it. We must replace this enlightenment with an active government propaganda that aims at winning people over.”

---

When Goebbels became Minister for Propaganda in 1933, the newspaper and film industries were privately owned; the broadcasting system had remained state-regulated since 1925 by the Reich Radio Company (Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft – RRG). In March 1933, Goebbels announced the radio would have “the responsibility of bringing the people closer to the National Socialist State.” Goebbels envisioned the radio as an instrument to create uniformity and guide public opinion towards the Nazi concept of “national community.” To achieve his goal, Goebbels convinced Hitler to transfer radio responsibilities from the RRG to the RMVP. Hitler outlined the regulations for radio broadcast in a speech by stating, “The Reich Minister for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda is responsible for all influences on the intellectual life of the nation; public relations for the State, culture, and the economy, for instructing the domestic and foreign public about them and for the administration of all the institutions serving these purposes.” Membership of the RRG now became compulsory for everyone connected with broadcasting, to ensure uniformity in messaging.

Radio propaganda was a new tool in the 1930s, and Germans were ahead of every other European nation thanks to the RMVP’s strategic disinformation campaigns. The Germans had a propaganda organization before the war which worked to present the German view wherever German consuls and interests were. The Germans weaponized the radio to systematically present the German view across the continent prior to World War II. This revolutionized the prior methods of propaganda in the 20th century, presenting propaganda as a strategic tool to influence public opinion prior to any major decision exhibited by the Nazi party. Goebbels maintained it was imperative that the

---


11
radio serve as the “spiritual weapon of the totalitarian State” and declared, “we have destroyed the spirit of rebellion.” The content following the induction of Goebbels and the RMVP proved the radio’s purpose was successful. Prior, the radio produced no Nazi broadcasts, and later began airing pro-Nazi propaganda regularly\textsuperscript{19}. The radio waves swiftly turned into both persuasion and coordination mechanisms for the Nazi party, leaving the country’s poorest most susceptible to the malicious propaganda.

To expand the newly regulated broadcasting system’s audience, Goebbels distributed cheap radio sets and encouraged organized listening to Nazi events. In addition, radio systems were heavily subsidized so that it would be affordable to all workers. Germany’s technical mobilization of German radio aided the censorship efforts produced behind the RMVP. The Volksempfänger radio marked the beginning of Goebbels’ radio propaganda ascension\textsuperscript{20}. At the German Radio Exhibition in Berlin on August 18, 1933, 100,000 VE301 (Volksempfänger) radios were sold.\textsuperscript{21} The VE301 was priced at just 76 Reichsmarks, making it affordable for most households. The subsidies of the radio quadrupled the number of households paying the public media license fee, dramatically changing the media profile of Nazi Germany. As production grew, Goebbels and the RMVP radicalized the German population in attempts to recruit them for Nazi war efforts. By 1938, 65 percent of German households owned a radio set, placed strategically to reach the maximum number of potential listeners. These affordable radio


systems were distributed to the country’s least educated, further aiding the influence the broadcasts had on the general public.

On the contrary, the Germans deliberately cut Jews and Poles off from the broadcast waves. From as early as October 1939, it was forbidden to own a radio and all such devices were confiscated\(^\text{22}\). The Germans monitored the radio waves even after the confiscation of the radio systems, closing examining messaging provided by the BBC’s multilingual service in London and Radio Moscow. The day war was declared, the Germans made listening to the BBC a crime punishable by death\(^\text{23}\). The Germans wanted to benefit from radio production by controlling the message broadcast across these systems. The mass production of radios, confiscation of radios owned by Jewish citizens, and the severe punishment given to those listening to foreign broadcasting showcases the Nazi’s attempt to control airwaves.

Former independent broadcasters were combined under a synchronization policy, further bringing institutions in line with official policy points. Following the synchronization of the radio, only two programs remained – national and local news. With the start of World War II, military marches replaced dance music, bad news turned to entertainment, and airtime was often dedicated to Hitler’s addresses to the nation. On September 1, 1939, German citizens tuned into the radio to hear a report about a Polish attack. Although this report was fake, it allowed Hitler to take to the airwaves to


announce that fighting was underway. Radio propaganda proved to be a serious ignitor for war in Nazi Germany.

Arguably, daily newspapers reached the largest audiences. Prior to the RMVP’s founding, Germany boasted more daily newspapers than the combined total of Britain, France, and Italy. The RMVP adopted a three-pronged approach to the control of the press: regulation of journalists working in the press, the acquisition of most of the German press, and content control of the press produced under State-controlled press agencies. Members of the press deemed politically ‘unacceptable’ were replaced by Max Amann – the new chairman for the ‘Association of German Newspaper Publishers.’ On April 30, 1933, the Association announced membership would be compulsory and all members of the Association would be screened for their ‘racial and political reliability.’ Following the Reichstag Fire of 1933, an emergency decree allowed the Nazi regime to suspend publication and include the spreading of rumors and false news as treasonable offenses. At the time of the decree, the Nazis owned 59 daily newspapers. By 1939, the Nazis owned two-thirds of the German press. Newspapers that promoted communist or liberal political ideals were suppressed and consolidated swiftly, sometimes within a matter of just days²⁴.

Messaging was controlled by the Schriftleitnerggesetz, or the Editorial Act passed on October 4, 1933²⁵. The law restructured not only who could write for the German press, but also required those writing to present an “Aryan certificate.” Journalists who

did not meet the requirements of the Editorial Act were required to leave the profession, thus cementing Aryan German citizens as the only journalists in the country. Many respected newspapers lost a majority of their staff. Notably, the Frankfurter Zeitung, one of Germany’s most established newspapers, lost thirty-one staff members. The law specified editors “were bound to keep anything out of the newspapers which tends to weaken the strength of the German Reich, the common will of the German people, the German defense ability culture, or economy, or offends the religious sentiments of others.”

Following the strict press regulations introduced by the Nazi party in 1933, experts claimed these regulations led to a decline in readership and to a loss of trust in the information reported. Despite this, a study completed in Hamburg found the first two to three years of Nazi rule resulted in a slight decline, then rose so that by 1938-39 almost all of Hamburg’s households subscribed to one of the three big, coordinated dailies – one of which was the official Nazi Party paper26. Readers were not discouraged by the lack of credible journalists, even as newspapers struggled to staff their office. Those who remained in the profession were tied to rules and regulations set by the Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda. The RMVP set strict guidelines for nearly all news. The press designed uniform answers to critics, antisemitism, and Aryan propaganda. The journalists followed guidance set across by propagandists in the ministry, often established on a national stage disseminated through press organizations.

Under those guidelines, those consuming news through the press relied on news produced by Nazi propagandists.

This controlled message extended to popular literature, as the German censorship arm inspired thousands of young people to take to their universities to destroy blacklisted literature. The Nazi regime began compiling a blacklists of journalists and writers and published secret guides domestically and abroad following the creation of the RMVP. These guides proved to be consequential as German students took to their university to enforce the blacklist. On May 10, 1933, thousands of books across German universities were burned. Student groups in 34 university towns set 25,000 books ablaze. These books reflected the works of Jewish authors, such as Albert Einstein and Sigmund Freud, alongside blacklisted American authors, such as Ernest Hemingway and Helen Keller. Following, 40,000 people in Berlin gathered to hear Goebbels give a speech declaring “the era of extreme Jewish intellectualism is now at an end. The future German man will not be a man of books, but a man of character.” Although the speech by Goebbels reinforced the decision by young German Nazis, there was no official guidance to act accordingly. Goebbels and the RMVP continued to provoke further book burning through a series of propagandic messages.

Beginning in 1938, the Nazis began burning the Hebrew Bible in thousands. The reach of this antisemitism spread from cities to villages alike, from Berlin to Vienna.

Destroying the Hebrew Bible in communities was hosted as an open event that no one could ignore. In villages, key players were often children. This reinforced the Nazi’s cultural norms and behaviors. Cultural norms and behaviors were often influenced by the RMVP’s propaganda machine. The central goal of Nazi propaganda was to radically restructure German society so that the prevailing class, religious and sectional loyalties would be replaced by a new heightened national awareness. This heightened nationalism was fueled by ethnonationalist remarks, complemented by racist and antisemitic rhetoric.

What was once a national attempt to alienate Germans at home grew into an international scheme to influence people across the globe when Berlin hosted the Summer Olympic Games in 1936. The Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda was tasked with constructing a stadium and structures that complemented the growing nationalist movement in Germany during the games. The Nazi influence over the 1936 Olympic Games highlighted the bounds of propaganda and censorship essential to their regime. Large statues, banners, and even the game’s structures followed strict guidelines produced by Goebbels and the RMVP with the hopes to use the games as a tool for international propaganda30. Televised across the globe, German athletes gave stiff-armed Nazi salutes on medal stands. The Olympic five rings now incorporated a symbol of the Nazi swastika. Jewish athletes were barred from competing, even with the adoption of anti-discrimination protections for Jewish people just weeks before the games. Internationally, anti-Semitism was at an all-time high.

This was the normal in Nazi Germany following the 1936 Olympic Games. For the Nazi regime, the primary purpose of German culture was collective. Following the Nazi invasion of Poland in 1939, Goebbels and the RMVP’s priority shifted to watch the public frame of mind and influence war scenarios in the German household. Although the outbreak of war was not popular with the German people, the people were quickly calmed by a streak of military successes. Or a streak of successful propaganda. The initial invasion of Poland was justified by brutal propaganda produced by Reinhard Heydrich. Soldiers dressed Polish-speaking concentration camp inmates in Polish army uniforms, killed them, and laid them out in such a fashion as to make them appear to be Polish attackers. The public believed “Polish aggression” and overwhelmingly supported Hitler’s first victories. This aggressive propaganda followed closely with the Nazi invasion of Norway, Denmark, and France. Every channel of German media was controlled by Goebbels and his ministry. Where there were successes, they were broadcast in cinemas and across radio waves.

A relatively new means of propaganda, the cinema industry was quickly adapted to complement any Nazi attempt to influence the German people. The new purpose now was to condition the people to endure war and war-related experiences. Movie theaters became increasingly popular as films were developed to showcase Nazi “successes.” Films were presented as a product of war, showing the RMVP’s heroic soldiers – even in scenes where soldiers were lost. The documentaries and newsreels made in Nazi Germany embodied the RMVO’s strategic portrayal of drama and excitement to engage

---

Nazi Germany’s population. Film played a central role in the RMVP, mobilizing the Nazi ideology. In the cinema, films shown romanticized horrific acts against Nazi adversaries and indoctrinated all attendees.

In all channels, the average German news consumer was presented with Goebbels’ propaganda. The reader was consumed by news produced through the Nazi ministry’s control, and it greatly influenced public opinion during World War II. Civil society most often complemented the RMVP’s attempts to censor the general public, notably mentioned the mass book burning across German universities. Resistance to the Nazi party was hard to produce, as credible news was pushed out of the country, often by force or into the country’s concentration camps for those opposed to the inhumane treatment of Nazi adversaries. Civil society risked similar treatment to Jewish or political prisoners in Nazi concentration camps\(^{33}\). Even then, resistance was hard to come by.

Simply put, Germans were unable to process news that opposed the RMVP’s produced media. Little framework existed to share news from foreign outlets. Journalists who had opposed the war were swiftly censored. Authors who shared perspectives opposing Nazi aggression were blacklisted, their books burned. Civil society was unable to produce strong resistance movement because their ability to share information was limited.

**RUSSIAN CASE STUDY (2011-2023)**

Saturday, December 24\(^{th}\), 2011, tens of thousands of citizens took to the street in Moscow for the second huge antigovernment protest in the month\(^{34}\). The protests were


uncommon for the Kremlin as it has not encountered widespread political resistance for a decade. The protests follow the December 4th parliamentary elections for the Duma, the lower house of the Russian parliament\(^35\). Protests began Monday following the elections on Sunday and continued for several weeks. Protestors took to the streets to contest the outcome of Sunday’s elections with the largest attendance for antigovernment demonstration since the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991\(^36\). For years, Russians did not believe they could influence the political process. The protests of December 2011 showed Russians otherwise.

The protests would continue, growing larger by the day. The Russian middle class is widely regarded as responsible for the country’s shift in political participation and activism. Russians utilized Facebook in preparation for the Moscow demonstration scheduled for Saturday, December 24\(^\text{th}\), and Yandex, the Russian search engine, to share maps, addresses, and times of protests scheduled all over Russia. Young, educated, urban, middle-class Russians organized these protests nearly entirely on Twitter and Facebook. Just a year prior, Facebook partnered with the leading Russian wireless carriers, Beeline and Mobile TeleSystems, to expand language translation features to Russians\(^37\). The advanced language translation services resulted in a 376 percent increase in member enrollment for Facebook in Russia, totaling 4.5 million users within the country. The


introduction of the translation campaign proved to be critical in the development of political participation in the country during the 2011 parliamentary election protests. Engagement through social networking proved to be pivotal in recruiting attendance for the demonstrations, with several Facebook groups driving participation throughout the entire country like never before.

Social media proved to be integral in the protests’ success and added continued fuel to the movement. Social media allowed the Russian population to see electoral fraud and manipulation firsthand. Dozens of user-generated videos captured electoral violations. Videos depicted carousel voting, an act in which individuals voted between many polling places to cast votes under different names. Other videos showed individuals stuffing ballots with votes for United Russia into ballot boxes. All evidence suggested the electoral violations were orchestrated by the ruling party, United Russia.

As the protests grew more popular among the middle class, former political elites became more encouraged to participate in the anti-Kremlin demonstrations. For the first time, two high-level figures connected to the Kremlin were at the demonstration asking for similar demands as the protesters at the demonstration. Former Finance Minister Aleksei L. Kudrin spoke to the crowd to express his support for the protesters’ demands. Kudrin would also publish an article the following Saturday in Kommersant, noting that many state employees were participating in the demonstrations. Among those in attendance was Mikhail Prokhorov, a billionaire with the intent to run against Russian president Vladimir Putin in the coming presidential election in March.

---

The protestors demanded the dismissal of the head of the Central Election Commission, Vladimir Y. Churov; the dissolution of Parliament and new elections; and changes in the election code to allow for free competition. Many of these demands and demonstrations were organized by Alexey Navalny, an anti-corruption activist and civil society leader throughout Russia. Navalny spoke to the crowd, “We are a peaceful force and will not [seize the Kremlin] now. But if these crooks and thieves try to go on cheating us, if they continue telling lies and stealing from us, we will take what belongs to us with our own hands.” Following the protest, nearly 1,000 people were arrested – including Alexey Navalny. Navalny is the epitome of Russian opposition to the Kremlin. In 2023, a Russian court convicted already imprisoned Navalny on charges of extremism – charges which Navalny claimed were politically motivated.

Once detained, numerous reports of malpractice followed. The censorship and surveillance apparatus extended protocol beyond searching for anti-government comments to actively search for any mention of Alexey Navalny - a Russian civil society leader and political opposition leader to the United Russian Party. Navalny was influential in the 2011 election protests in Moscow, and an active member of Russian civil society producing and distributing anti-government content until his ultimate arrest. Civil society leaders and journalists who opposed the Kremlin were often threatened, punished unfairly, and intimidated by Russian police. Navalny is not the only Russian

---

activist who had faced intimidation since the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022. In 2022, Ukraine recorded the largest increase in violence targeting journalists, which included direct attacks against journalists covering the war, mostly by the occupying Russian forces. In addition to the 35 reported violent attacks against journalists in Ukraine, Russian forces also routinely abducted journalists in Southern Ukraine.

Following the election protests, Putin increased the Russian government’s control on the Internet through legislation. The laws began with the implementation of Federal Law No. 89417-6, titled “On the Protection of Children from Information Harmful to their Health and Development” but commonly known as the “Blacklist Bill.”

The law was signed on July 28, 2012, just months following the election protests of 2011. The law’s stated purpose is to block sites related to child pornography, materials on drug abuse or production, and suicide; however, the law grants the Roskomnadzor the power to censor websites that would encourage “mass riots” or “participation in unsanctioned events.” The Blacklist Bill also grants the Roskomnadzor to censor individual URLs, domain names, and IP addresses. By February 2013, the Blacklist Bill had banned 4,000 websites.

These laws marked the first of many in Russia’s turn to internet censorship prompted by the election protests of 2011. This was amplified by Freedom House in a 2011 report listing Russia as “partly free” but states plainly there is no substantial
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political censorship. However, many strategies to censor the media has come through the means of information channels attempting to frame the ways Russians receive their news. In the 2012 report, Freedom House reported:

“Russia remained a danger place to work as a journalist in 2011. Businessmen close to Putin are increasingly buying up key media assets to ensure ultimate regime control over mainstream news and information. During the year, there were several demonstrated cases of censorship in the national media. While internet discussion is still largely free, the authorities are developing additional tools to monitor ad influence online activity as the number of Russians getting their information from new media continues to grow.”

Media censorship continued to progress under Putin’s administration. In 2014, Russian president Vladimir Putin signed into law amendments limiting the ownership of Russian media by foreign investors to 20 percent. Human Rights Watch researcher Tanya Cooper argued, “This law will cut foreign investment and threaten diversity and competition in Russia’s media market.” The law would ban a foreign state, international organization, a foreign legal entity, Russian legal entity with foreign participation, a foreign national, a stateless person, or a Russian citizen with another state’s citizenship from owning more than 20 percent of a media outlet in Russia. This legislation intended to increase domestic control, most notably providing the framework to prevent attempts at foreign influence on Russian society and politics. The Russian surveillance branch, Roskomnadzor, began enforcing the foreign agent law on January 1, 2016.

---

Established in 2008, the Roskomnadzor was initially started with only a few dozen employees who regulated radio signals, telecom, and postal delivery. The agency was prompted to further develop their intended purpose beyond its initial bounds after the protests in Moscow showcased the internet’s ability to increase political participation in Russia. In November 2012, the Russian Internet Restriction Bill instituted a blacklist for illegal content – child pornography, extremist and drug-related material, information on suicide, and information prohibited by the courts. This new law provided the Roskomnadzor the vehicle necessary to set up a website blocklist with the power to take down websites in violation of this law and those that follow. The government tries to block websites entirely, although if the state is unable to enforce this censure, it forces Russian internet service providers to block access to the chosen websites.

The intended purpose behind the 2014 Russian foreign agent law has since extended to individual persons to be included in the list of media organizations acting as foreign agents beginning in 2019. In December, Russian president Vladimir Putin signed new legislation expanding the foreign agent law to include any private individual or group who receives any amount of foreign funding – foreign governments, organizations, or citizens – and publishes “printed, audio, audio visual or other reports and materials.” Following the execution of the updated 2019 foreign agent law, all individuals reporting in Russia were required to submit their financial records to the Roskomnadzor. Once
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flagged, authorities required foreign agents to label anything they publish with a disclaimer. The identification as a “foreign agent,” has long been connected to negative Soviet-era connotations in Russia. In a survey published by Tufts University51, 62 percent of Russians responded that they held a generally negative perception of the phrase “foreign agent.” Thirty-nine percent believed it referred to a “spy.” Since the creation of the 2012 foreign agent law, the subsequent media groups and persons labeled as foreign agents immediately encountered barriers to agency cooperation and public reception.

Following the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022, Russian authorities used the legislation as a tool for suppressing anti-war protests in Russian public spaces. Many prominent Russian figures who expressed anti-war positions were included in the register of foreign agents52. The administration of the 2019 revision was used as a vehicle to suppress musicians, actors, journalists, and lawyers. In December, the law was once again revisited by the Kremlin and modified to provide more power to the Russian authorities. The new law gave authorities the opportunity to label any citizen, media outlet, or organization as a foreign agent, solely on the grounds that they are under foreign influence. In the law, foreign influence was defined as “the provision of support and/or influence on the person by a foreign source, including coercion, persuasion and/or other means.” Furthermore, “support” was defined as “the provision of money and/or other

property, as well as provision of organizational and methodological scientific and technical assistance, and assistance in other forms by a foreign source to the person.”

The new 2022 law updated prohibited activities by a foreign agent beyond the previous scope limited to media outlets. Once labeled as a foreign agent by the Roskomnadzor, individuals are prohibited from engaging in educational activities in state universities, organizing public events, and producing and distributing materials to minors. Furthermore, it also provides the Kremlin with the authority to cancel programs and activities hosted by organizations inside Russia even if they do not violate the law. Those who fail to comply and who are labeled as a foreign agent are at risk of administrative liability and may be punished fines of up to half a million rubles and a jail sentence of up to five years. As more information becomes available online, the Russian censorship agency records this data and increases their surveillance capacity towards individual users. This digital footprint compromises users’ abilities to support anti-Kremlin sentiments online, and forces Russians to choose between speech and imprisonment.

The evolution of the Russian foreign agent legislation continued to regress legal certainty surrounding the definition of what and who were defined as a “foreign agent.” The original law passed in 2012 only defined non-governmental organizations engaging in “political activity,” requiring organizations to register with the Justice Ministry and to file a report to officials every quarter. The 2022 rendition broadened the definition of foreign agents to cover any person – Russia, foreign or stateless; any legal entity, domestic or international; or any group without official registration, if they are considered

---
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to have received foreign support and/or are considered be “under foreign influence” and engaged in activities that Russian authorities would deem to be “political.” The implementation of the 2022 law with said vague definitions provided Russian courts and police with the authority to abuse their powers. The vagueness of the newest rendition of the legislation was intentional. One of the bill’s authors in the State Duma, Oleg Matveichev, stated in an interview, “the law is written in such a way that it cannot be circumvented. For the law to be effective, it is made in such a way that we can always declare a ‘foreign agent’ whoever we deem necessary.”

A report leaked to the New York Times by the Bashkortostan office of the Roskomnadzor provided a glimpse of the long-reaching arm of Russia’s powerful internet regulator. Nearly 160,000 records showed the true potential of the agency’s surveillance and censorship potential. Just days after Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine, the agency began monitoring websites, social media, and news outlets and labeling them as “pro-government,” “anti-government,” or “apolitical.” Then, the Roskomnadzor worked to unmask and surveil people behind anti-government accounts and provided detailed information on critics’ online activities to local security. Combined, the surveillance efforts by the Roskomnadzor and the newly instituted 2022 version of the Russian

56 “You, Foreign Agent, are a dog: Deputies explain the new law to us. We yell and call a lawyer,” July 4, 2022, Hello, you are a foreign agent, produced by Sonya Groysman, podcast, MP3 audio, 16:00 – 23:20, https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/%D1%82%D1%8B-%D0%B6-%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B3%20%D0%BD%D0%B8%20%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%82-%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BC-%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D1%8B%D0%B9-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD/ id1579350554?i=1000568744078.
foreign agent law provided local authorities with the vehicle to detain whoever the Roskomnadzor deemed necessary.

The intimidation and abuse of power coupled with extreme censorship policy set the scene for the most authoritarian press environment in Europe since the Cold War. Following Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine, Russian authorities fast-tracked two laws – Federal Law No. 32-FZ and Federal Law No. 31-FZ\(^57\) – that criminalized independent war reporting and protesting the war. The use of any information sources other than official state sources was prohibited whilst reporting on the war, and the decree designated required language journalists must consider while reporting. Further bans were added, targeting journalists reporting on the war in Ukraine with possible punishments ranging up to 15 years in Russian prisons\(^58\). The intimidation tactics and extreme anti-press policy proved to be damning to the media landscape in Russia. The Russian government liberally assigned agencies as foreign agents, halting any press officer from performing their job regularly.

Labeled foreign agents were assigned liberally by the Russian government. With this association, Russian journalists were unable to rely on their regular channels to produce news in the country. Platforms running articles or news stories from these foreign agents risked censorship of their entire network and a maximum prison sentence of six years. News outlets have resorted to fleeing Russia entirely to produce their

\(^{57}\) Introducing criminal liability for public dissemination of deliberately misleading information under the guise of credible reports on the use of Russia’s Armed Forces. President of Russia. (2022, March 4). http://en.kremlin.ru/acts/news/67908

content. Reporters have begun covering the war remotely from Latvia, Estonia, and other neighboring countries. But, without the availability of print or television to air their content, outlets are turning to social media. The Kremlin responded by banning Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter early in the war. YouTube remains available and is one of the few platforms from which Russians can get uncensored information. Independent outlets, such as Meduza and TV Rain, have released a series of independent coverage on these outlets. Although, the wake of Russian’s invasion of Ukraine resulted in prominent tech companies, such as Google and Meta, restricting or blocking digital ads in Russia. The removal of digital advertisements in Russia consequentially blocked users from using key monetization tools.

The suspension of monetization tools has dealt massive blows to humanitarian and civil society groups operating in Russia and Ukraine who rely on digital platforms to help fundraise and increase their bandwidth. YouTube had more than 85 million unique monthly viewers in Russia in June 2022, making it the second most popular social media platform in the country today. With such popularity, the removal of digital ads is crippling to Russian civil society. Many Russian independent news outlets are turning to digital fundraisers to continue operations. TV Rain, one of the independent news outlets
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that has relocated outside of Russia to continue operations, has turned to GoFundMe to remain in operation. Although the fundraiser can be spread globally, global finance has stopped working with Russian banks. Unable to support TV Rain locally, Russians now rely on independent donors from across the globe to meet TV Rain’s fundraising goal. Today, Russians are unable to access reliable news domestically, independent news outlets must relocate outside of the country or face prosecution, and these outlets are unable to operate without generous support from private donors who reside outside of their target market.

DISCUSSION

Although both cases represent a dramatically different time period in history, where media profiles differed greatly, the censorship policies enacted ushered in nationalist values presumptuously focused on who shared authoritarian values of their regimes. Both Nazi Germany’s and Putin’s Russia’s censorship apparatus limited who could produce the news, and then later who could receive it. As both regimes grew, they soon began to uniquely address their nation’s viewership. The Nazi regime turned to the manufacturing industry to change their media landscape, coining radio propaganda as a national aid to their strategic war goals. Putin’s Russia adapted to the existing media space in the country, launching new media platforms in reaction to the country’s ban of Meta platforms. The new media platforms proved easier to monitor, significantly aiding Russian surveillance on their own civilians. Nonetheless, both Russian and German media censorship during the 20th and 21st centuries proved authoritarian regimes can

accomplish their strategic censorship objectives with similar frameworks despite the vastly different media technology available during the periods.

**Similarities**

Nazi Germany and Putin’s Russia share many similarities, especially as we continue to see oppressive action taken to suppress the media and opposition to both regimes. Media technology may have changed the medium we receive our information through; however, it has not changed the oppressive intent of authoritarian regimes or their playbook to initially accomplish their strategic goals. Both regimes have manipulated the producers of important media in their country, implementing laws and regulations that intended to contain authorship to citizens that met the regimes’ criteria. This was an initial phase of both regimes’ attack on media freedom, setting up the framework for a horrific campaign against free speech and expression. Notably, both regimes attempted to control media, not just messaging. Special attention was provided to new industries - the radio for the Nazis and the digital space for the Kremlin. The cases highlighted dictators have initial interest in journalism and a plan to extend media censorship for the foreseeable future.

The foreign agent law enacted in Russia today draws distinct parallels with the Nazi’s compulsive membership to the German Newspaper Publishers and Editorial Act. As administered today, the Kremlin and the Russian courts have the governing power to censor any journalist receiving foreign support or is of foreign origin. Similarly, Nazi Germany’s compulsive membership laws did not grant membership to citizens who were not of German descent or Aryan race. Both are rooted in extremist nationalism and depleted the workforce covering the press immensely. In Germany, this came through the
consolidation of newspapers. In Russia, this came as journalists fled the country to continue to pursue their career. The administration of both policies was intense, and those who didn’t oblige were punished severely. This was a common trend in the regimes. As more policies were administered, punishments became more intense, and journalists faced intimidation from the police and public alike.

**Differences**

The Information Age gave civilians the ability to access news faster in the ease of their home. German civilians once dependent on newspapers began consuming their news in similar fashions once Hitler and Goebbels instructed the RMVP to produce subsidized radios to aid their propaganda machine. As radio production skyrocketed, so did German news consumption. Then, Germans received messaging directly from Goebbels’ ministry. The Nazi’s goal for these subsidies: revolutionize the media profile of the country. At the time, this was unheard of. The Nazi authoritarian regime instructed private industry to complement their propaganda efforts by launching a series of subsidies. Once produced, the messaging was streamlined through already existing association rules and regulations. Unlike in Putin’s Russia, many forms of self-censorship were present during the Nazi’s reign of terror. Long before the radio was subsidized and mass produced, the German radio was managed by state agencies. Public broadcasting in the country, although partially funded by civilian funds, was managed by the state. The radio was a product of state broadcasting, further entrenching it in the bounds of state-censorship. The Association of German Newspaper Publishers enacted their own guidelines, with regulation instructed by Goebbels.
When removed from the state, the radio still remained loyal to Nazi propagandists. The association’s turn to journalist suppression was self-induced, different than the Russian censorship noted in the damning Foreign Agent law. Although largely indicated consequences were to follow those journalists who did not produce state-backed broadcasts, the media produced during the Nazi regime was largely homogenous by choice. Very few laws were introduced to limit channels available to those producing opposition. Instead, general public sentiment supported Nazi messaging at the time.

Readership rose in German cities, despite the consolidation of many German newspapers. More Germans were consuming news than previously before, accredited to Goebbels and the Reich Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda’s emphasis on expanding access to the country’s poorest readers.

The Nazi’s strength in their censorship apparatus accompanied the country’s strong industrial partnership. Every facet of German production at the time supported their war efforts, years before the Nazi invasion of Poland in 1939. Journalists and broadcasters alike were instructed to produce homogenous messaging through private associations under the directive of Nazi faithful. This directive was vastly different than Putin’s Russia’s execution of their censorship goals. Where the Nazi government directed national industries to aid their war goals, Russians avoided this consolidation of power with great restraint. Journalists and news stations have fled the country following the invasion of Ukraine attempting to avoid the Kremlin’s severe punishment of the country’s civil society leaders. This has been made possible by the Kremlin’s innovative surveillance system used to identify public dissent towards the Russian government, their leaders, and civil society’s leaders. Surveillance has been made possible by the guiding
Russian agency, the Roskomnadzor. The Roskomnadzor has only evolved following the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022, now recording online comments supporting opposition leaders and narratives affirming the possibility of war in Ukraine. Those recorded by the agency are then monitored by the Russian police and tried for treason if escalated.

The necessity for surveillance complementing the Russian censorship apparatus comes as a result of the media landscape in Russia today. The Information age changed how we consume information and the technologies we use to connect with one another. Following the Duma protests of 2011, Russians were connecting with each other on the Internet at a larger rate than any other country on the globe. News of election fraud quickly spread prompting national protests that were unprecedented in Russia. Civil society leaders were able to maximize public dissent on social media platforms, such as Facebook and YouTube. Putin responded with swift digital censorship, setting strict guidelines for the platforms, and eventually banning Meta completely from the country in 2022. The Kremlin opposed any platform that allowed critique of their decisions and policies. However, Putin recognized the necessity for an alternative digital platform to continue to engage Russians on the Internet. In an attempt to “Russify” the digital space, political and business elites invested in Russian alternatives to Facebook and Google. Russian media censorship did not attempt to change how civilians consume news, instead they met readers on similar platforms where they already exist.

The Internet remains vastly different than the radio. Radio waves are not able to be manipulated similarly to the Internet. Censoring the Internet and digital media systems has proved to be more difficult. Today, Russians still access Instagram at a higher rate
than almost every other social media platform in the country, besides VKontakte – a Russian alternative to Facebook\(^{64}\). Russians are able to use VPNs to access Russian-blocked content and engage with civil society still in the country. According to a study completed by a London-based research company in July 2022, daily demand for VPNs in Russia is 2000 percent higher than prior to the illegal invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. Users find new loopholes, and private industries respond by creating more software to circumvent the Kremlin’s attempt to block popular social media platforms from being accessed in the country\(^{65}\). Media analytics in the country support the attempts to control digital media platforms have been mildly successful; however, digital media has been proven more difficult to control than the media technology accessible during the 1930s\(^{66}\).}
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The attached chart provides a brief overview of the current media landscape in Russia. Despite many deterrents in the digital space, Russians continue to engage with banned platforms. VKontakte has proven to be the chosen alternative to many; however, many Russians still have yet to abandon Meta.

Finally, those reporting on the platforms has reflected the country’s latest foreign agent law. Although, both Nazi Germany and Putin’s Russia have enacted laws defining who can report responsibly to their civilians, the Kremlin has used policy to drive the initiative. Now, Putin and the Roskomnadzor has the ability to censor foreign agents at their will. The definition has expanded very liberally, to encompass any journalist receiving foreign support or aid. Nazi censorship was backed by private industries, Russian censorship was supported by their control of the Internet. News today has moved digital, granting the government greater ease at blocking the production of news in their state. Russia has targeted open-source information channels, such as Google, to limit the
channels Russians are able to receive news from. This pressure has allotted more control in their media space than before. News companies remaining in the country risk total censorship if they don’t obey the law or orders from the Kremlin. Nearly 250,000 web pages were banned in 2022, with many more following suit as the was in Ukraine has intensified 67.

The German press association controlled messaging through a series of acts and regulations. Private industry dictated the journalists producing their message, following suit with the Nazi party’s ideals. Their control was self-imposed, reflecting a series of censorship imposed by the press itself. This is immensely different than Russia’s censorship apparatus, where at times censorship was imposed by force through policy, surveillance, and policing.

The Nazi attempt to control messaging and public opinion was much more successful than Russia’s. Newspapers were quickly consolidated, viewership increased throughout Nazism, and the most loyal Nazis took to the streets to burn works that opposed the ideology. This faithful nationalism is present in Putin’s Russia today, but not to the extreme extent Nazi Germany witnessed. Although German media censorship extended to more forms of media, the success the Nazi party saw as a result of their efforts can be attributed to the available media technology during the 1930s. Where technology wasn’t yet available, the Nazis mass produced new technology to meet the new demands of their audience. However, the Internet has established a reliable audience with few barriers to entry. The Internet is a different beast than the radio, making it much

more difficult to censor and control. As available media technology continues to grow, it can be assumed censorship will continue to try and adapt but without the successes of their predecessors.

**FUTURE RESEARCH & LIMITATIONS**

The Information Age didn’t begin in 2011 following the election protests in Russia. Nor did the change to our daily news consumption. The Information Age began following the creation of the Internet in the mid-20th century, which was accompanied by the rapid evolution of digital technology transforming the way we receive our information and what we do with it. The Internet gave us emails, online messaging, and social media – all bringing new challenges to media landscapes. Although these changes were rapid and often combined with each other domestically in the United States, some of these changes were brought more slowly to countries across the globe. Media technology is a continuously changing medium, and further research would only support the understanding of media censorship in relation to emerging and critical technologies.

**1945-2010**

Surely, media censorship has developed across various regimes since the conclusion of World War II and prior to the Duma election protests in Russia. The Cold War was a pivotal time for the Soviet Union to produce propaganda and controlled messaging68. The Balkan Wars brought sweeping changes to rhetoric, resulting in new regulations for the press69. Scholars have defined the 1999 war in Kosovo as the world’s
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first “Internet war.” Responses to media technology are vastly different between countries, and a greater understanding of the changing media space is critical in understanding the strategic objective of each authoritarian regime.

The jump between 1945 to 2010 was monumental. We are now reading fewer newspapers, relying on social posts for news more often, and consuming information in an entirely new fashion. This change didn’t just accompany new technology as it came forth. We adapted gradually, at different rates in different countries. To best understand these changes, an analysis of various countries would be necessary, as time progresses. A brief overview of each case’s media profile was consequential in this thesis’s analysis. As time lapsed, these media profiles have changed and adapted media censorship policy followed.

**Private Industry**

The Information Age was a swift challenge to our media space, but at times, it wasn’t as swift as we’d imagine. For example, Facebook was introduced the American public in 2004\(^\text{70}\). However, Facebook didn’t expand globally until 2008. The lapse in digital rollouts of these platforms allowed countries to prepare for them differently. Further research would support how private industries influenced the censorship apparatus in authoritarian regimes and evaluate how this delayed rollout contributes to preventative strategies.

This thesis briefly examined private industry’s censorship’s crippling effect on civil society. However, it only revealed the most prevalent effects of these policies. YouTube advanced their directives by censoring Russia state media across the globe as a
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response to Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine. This decision isolated Russian media to just those living within Russia today. The isolation of Russian media has many benefits in blocking attempts to persuade YouTube’s viewers, but also isolates the messaging broadcast to Russians, further preventing any attempt to combat the Kremlin’s disinformation campaign.

**The Russian-Ukrainian War is not yet over**

The first case study, delving into Nazi media censorship pre-1945, provided invaluable insights into the successes and failures of such draconian measures. However, in crafting this thesis, the luxury of temporal distance was not afforded, with the ongoing illegal invasion of Ukraine by Russia casting a shadow over the global landscape. As I approach the defense of this work, I am acutely aware of the pressing need to understand the contemporary manifestations of media censorship, particularly in the context of authoritarian regimes like Russia's.

As Russia continues to manipulate public opinion and censor civil society’s attempts to educate the Russia public, this thesis takes on renewed significance. With each passing day witnessing atrocities against Ukrainian and Russian civilians, the imperative to continue monitoring changing media laws and their consequences becomes more pronounced.

**Nazi Party’s Success at Erasing Dissent towards Hitler**

The success of the Nazi party in erasing civil society's work during World War II underscores the magnitude of their control over media and public discourse. However, my research has revealed a notable absence of thorough exploration regarding the role and resilience of German civil society amidst such oppressive conditions. While some
scholarly articles briefly mention German aid to the Nazi opposition, these references lack depth.

To develop a comprehensive thesis and deepen our understanding of media censorship during World War II, it is critical we conduct qualitative research to address this gap. By amplifying the voices and experiences of those who navigated the challenges of Nazi Germany, we can shed light on untold stories of resistance and solidarity. Action must be taken quickly, as the generation of citizens who lived through the Nazi occupation lessens with each day. Efforts must be made to undertake qualitative research, enriching our understanding of history, and honoring the memory of those who resisted their occupation.

**CONCLUSION**

The comparison between media censorship in Nazi Germany and Putin's Russia reveals both striking similarities and notable differences. Despite distinct historical contexts and technological landscapes, both regimes strategically employed censorship to advance nationalist agendas and maintain authoritarian control over information dissemination. Technology has evolved the ways authoritarian leaders must extend censorship policies in their respective countries; however, the intent remains malicious. Both Nazi Germany and Putin's Russia utilized censorship to restrict who could produce and access news, through a series of different means. While Nazi Germany heavily relied on the manufacturing industry to mass-produce radios for propaganda dissemination and private industries to support these clauses in the film industry, Putin's Russia adapted to the digital age, launching alternative platforms, and enhancing surveillance capabilities to monitor online communication.
However, differences emerge in the response of civil society to censorship. While Nazi Germany saw prevalent self-censorship and limited opposition channels, the Nazi party emphasized a homogenous society through collective radicalism. Putin's Russia witnessed widespread digital activism and evasion tactics. Russia has regularly seen censorship policy but has continued to see a decline in media freedom since the Duma protests in 2011. This was prompted by grassroots activism and civil opposition to the Kremlin. Ultimately, this comparison underscores the ongoing struggle between state censorship and individual freedoms, highlighting the resilience of information dissemination in the face of authoritarian control and the evolving landscape of media and technology.

This comparison is a result of empirical case studies aiming to illustrate why and how authoritarian governments enact censorship policies to control their intended audience. The chosen cases amplify the presence of critical and emerging technology in authoritarian regimes, as authoritarian dictators attempt to meet the challenges of the Information Age. Despite these changes and rapidly evolving media technology, authoritarian states persist in controlling media to maintain power and suppress dissent.

The comprehensive analysis of two cases, both twelve-years in length, casts strong light on these new challenges for democracy globally, most notably in Europe. Over the course of nearly 90 years, we’ve evolved as humans and media consumers. Facebook, instant messaging, and YouTube now are present in nearly every digital space. Amidst these emerging technologies across the 90 years reflected in this study, radical changes have required each country to reconsider existing policies. Media profiles are no longer as adaptable as they once were. Viewership is not as easily contained as it once
was prior to the invention of the Internet. This may push democracy further towards new capacities than it has ever reached before. Despite this, political scientists are suspicious of authoritarian policies and controlled messaging that may reach larger audiences than ever before.

Media technology has proven to be a relatively great benefit to democratic systems, regardless of size. Civil society is still able to reach Russians today, remotely from surrounding countries with the help of VPNs. Instant messaging is still made possible with these technologies, proven by Instagram’s prevalence following the Russian court’s decision to bar Meta from the country. As media technology challenges our typical censorship apparatus, civil society challenges these regimes similarly. It’s proven civil society is now equipped to meet these challenges more effectively than it was once able to. Questions are still to be answered surrounding what’s next as we dive into a new Digital Age. However, we can expect promising reflections as we evolve new media technology alongside democratic systems.
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